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course description this class is designed for advanced students of economics whose goal is to
become a scholar in the fields of economics and political economy. students will be exposed to the
methodological arguments of the austrian school of economics. we will also discuss the monetary
theory, capital theory, and market process theory developed by ... the Ã¢Â€Â˜principled
paradigmÃ¢Â€Â™ of ideal theory - russell hardin, indeterminacy and society, 2003, p. 103 1.1
introduction consider the following scenarios which could occur in any affluent, liberal and
democratic society: scenario #1: intelligence-gathering operatives believe that there is a good
chance that the country will be the target of a terrorist attack within the next 48 hours. the exact
nature of the attack is unknown but there is ... amorpropre as a basis of fairness norms - gausz as russell hardin puts it, Ã¢Â€Âœ[t]he simplest definition of rationalityÃ¢Â€Â¦is that one should
choose more rather than less value.Ã¢Â€Â• 6 when faced with a choice where the only
considerations are between the satisfaction of valued goal g to degree p and the satisfaction of g to
level q, where p is greater than q, a rational agent will choose pg rather than qg. modularity is an
interpretation of ... handbook of analysis - untag - handbook of public policy analysis: theory,
politics, and methods / edited by frank fischer, gerald j. miller, and mara s. sidney. p. cm. -- (public
administration and public policy ; 125)
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